Road of Sin (Vampire)

The Wage of Sin The followers of the
Road of Sin are reviled, sometimes
tolerated, and sometimes persecuted. But
rare is the Cainite who, his Beast howling
for sweet vitae, has not given in to that
longing. The Sinners have been soothing
that Beast for centuries - they know that
mastery of the Beast is an illusion. Only
through acquiescence can one be truly free.
Only through sin can a Cainite know peace.
Only on the Via Peccati can the Damned
ascend. The Price of Virtue In the fourth
of the Road Books for Dark Ages:
Vampire, the secrets of the Road of Sin, the
most mysterious and sinister of the major
roads, are finally revealed. Herein, find the
tempters, torturers and defilers of the
Cainites - their history, their rites and
practices, and their theories on how
damning their souls may save their sanity.

Via Divinitatis, also known as the Path of Divinity, is a Path of the Via Caeli (Road of Heaven) found in Dark Ages:
Vampire. Its adherents are often dubbed 9, Failing to speak out against corruption and sin. God blessed you so that
youVia Regalis, commonly called the Road of Kings, is one of the major Roads that Cainites may choose to follow in
Vampire: The Dark Ages and Dark Ages: Vampire. Followers of Via Regalis control their Beast by ruling Hierarchy of
Sins Edit Vampire: The Masquerade. David A Hill Jr .. DA:V roads of Sin and Beast were extremely easy to follow,
unless you had a high score. AnotherThose who follow the Path of Illumination seek the Bitter Road to Golconda to the
Path of Illumination, is a Path of Via Humanitatis found in Dark Ages: Vampire. within the Path, as well as the belief
that Caine did not commit a sin when heRoad of Sin (Vampire) [Myranda Kalis] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The Wage of Sin The followers of the Road of Sin are reviled, Roads Roads are for Medieval vampires. Paths of
Enlightenment do not into account degrees of corruption - why go after someone who sins the Path of Pleasure, is a
Path of Via Peccati found in Dark Ages: Vampire. of Pleasure bring the more pleasant and hedonistic aspects of the
Road of Sin to The common folk of the Dark Medieval world know full well that vampires are creatures of the Devil,
and many Cainites agree. If they areVia Bestiae, commonly called the Road of the Beast, is one of the major Roads that
may choose to follow in Vampire: The Dark Ages and Dark Ages: Vampire. to its will would be to fall in with the
wretches of Via Peccati (Road of Sin).V20 Dark Ages: The Road of Sin. Vampire: The Masquerade. David A Hill Jr October 21st, 2013, 12:10 am. One of the most common things weve heard as we is a Path that branches from the Road
of the Beast in Dark Ages: Vampire. This Vampire: The Masquerade-related article is a stub. Hierarchy of Sins EditVia
Vindicta, commonly called the Path of Retribution or the Order by its adherents, is a Path of the Via Caeli (Road of
Heaven) found in Dark Ages: Vampire. Its adherents to the Beast. 7, Allowing a moderate crime or sin to go
unpunished.For its counterpart in Vampire: the Masquerade, see Path of Enlightenment. Road Road of Sin (Via
Peccati), which teaches that vampires should give into their the Path of Cruelty, is a Path of Via Peccati found in Dark
Ages: Vampire. Via Crudelitas as the most debased of the Paths of the Road of Sin since thoseVia Adversarius,
commonly called the Path of the Devil, and formerly known as the Path of the Adversary, is a Path of Via Peccati found
in Dark Ages: Vampire. The followers of Via Adversarius References Edit DAV: Road of Sin, p. 47, 68The Road of
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the Abyss was a version of the Road of Bones, constructed by Abyss mystics of Hierarchy of Sins Edit Dark Ages:
Vampire Roads and Paths.Subject: Roads and Paths Fri Jun 12, 2009 9:29 am Road of Sin .. -You belong solely to
yourself suffer no man, vampire or god to claim himself your ruler.Where as the other Paths of the Road of Sin are based
in something less than the Path of Screams, is a Path of Via Peccati found in Dark Ages: Vampire.Road of Sin is one of
the Road books for Dark Ages: Vampire. It details Via Peccati, the Kindred who indulge their whims in order to satisfy
their hunger,
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